
Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers



Complex processes, demanding applications, hostile environments; Heatric PCHEs are the perfect match

A Heatric PCHE (front) is often up to 85% lighter and smaller than a standard shell and tube 

heat exchanger and yet can still match, or even exceed, its performance and capabilities

Out here experience counts
No-one understands printed circuit heat exchangers 

(PCHEs) like Heatric. Our pioneering research created 

the very first PCHE in 1985 and our comprehensive 

operations are still unique in being dedicated 

exclusively to PCHE design, development and 

manufacture. Only we have invested continuously for 

more than 30 years in refining and developing PCHE 

technology, working with the world’s leading oil and 

gas companies along the way. We are the undisputed 

leaders in our field.  

By combining the thermal effectiveness of a plate-type unit with 

the temperature and pressure capabilities of shell-and-tube, our 

diffusion-bonded, ‘solid-state’ PCHEs deliver the highest possible 

integrity, performance and safety, all wrapped in a package 

as much as 85% smaller and lighter than conventional heat 

exchangers.

All over the world thousands of Heatric PCHEs provide efficient, 

reliable and robust service in numerous challenging applications 

across many industries. In offshore energy production – where heat 

exchangers are a critical technology – many of the world’s leading 

energy companies operate fixed and floating platforms that depend 

crucially on our technology.

After all, when you need a heat transfer technology that’s a match 

for the harshest environments or the most complex processes, 

experience really counts.



Quality products, quality service,  
quality processes

At the heart of everything we do is a company-wide commitment to 

quality, safety and service.

The solid-state core of a PCHE is created using a combination 

of chemical etching and diffusion bonding; two challenging 

technologies in which Heatric has led the commercial world  

for decades.

Our 15,000m2 of PCHE production facilities include the world’s 

largest stainless steel chemical etching plant as well as one of 

the largest civilian radiographic cells in the UK – and all of it is 

dedicated exclusively to PCHE production and quality control. 

Every critical process is performed in-house so that everything we 

do is subject to our integrated Heatric management system, itself 

accredited to BS EN ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001.

We operate to the highest standards of health and safety, matching 

the practices and expectations of international oil companies 

and EPC contracting companies across all our sites. Continuous 

training and development programmes ensure that our 400-strong 

manufacturing workforce leads the world in manufacturing expertise, 

with a health and safety record second to none. 

Around the globe, Heatric’s world-wide customer service and 

technical support teams really do put you, the customer, first. Sales 

offices in Poole, Houston, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore, combined 

with our network of specialist agents, help us provide a truly global 

and personalised service wherever you are.

Heatric combines large-scale bespoke production capabilities with meticulous attention to 

detail to create high quality, high performance, long-lived products that our customers trust



Heatric Services: local support,  
global reach

The Heatric operating ethos is one of partnership. Our 

comprehensive package of customer support services stands on 

more than three decades of worldwide, multi-industry heat transfer 

experience, covering every aspect of specifying, commissioning and 

operating our products.

Customers receive comprehensive technical support and advice 

throughout the design and product development phases of their 

project and we encourage a similarly close working relationship 

right through to commissioning and beyond.

In-depth operator training can equip your own commissioning 

and operations staff with all the knowledge and skills they need 

to install, operate and maintain Heatric compact heat exchangers 

successfully. Bespoke training can cover any other areas of interest: 

detailed product and manufacturing information, preventive and 

remedial action, troubleshooting methods, performance monitoring 

and more besides.

Once your Heatric PCHE is in service we can provide a continuing 

programme of maintenance, servicing and care – everything you 

need to maximise performance and minimise down-time. And if 

urgent on-site assistance should be needed at any time, a Heatric 

customer service technician from our dedicated team can be on-site 

anywhere in the world within 72 hours.

Heatric’s PCHE technology is backed by a comprehensive range of 

technical support services to make sure our customers get  

maximum performance and minimum down-time.

 



Unique products for specialised applications

Heatric’s long experience and broad expertise ensure that every product that leaves our factory 

consistently delivers excellent performance in the environment for which it was designed

The compact nature, high integral strength and powerful processing capabilities of 

PCHEs are down to the unique way in which they are manufactured. Complex fluid 

flow channels, designed specifically for each process fluid, are photochemically 

etched into the surface of stainless steel plates. These flow plates are then layered 

before being diffusion-bonded into a solid, seamless block of metal with the flow 

channels encapsulated within. This, the active core, not only provides greater 

inherent safety and greatly improved efficiency over conventional heat exchanger 

designs, it means a PCHE is up to 85% smaller and lighter too.

The inherent flexibility of our original design means that every Heatric 

unit is also a bespoke device. A customer’s particular process needs are 

easily accommodated at the design stage. Channel path, diameter and 

wall-thickness can all be computer-modelled and remodelled quickly and 

efficiently. By optimising the design for fluid types, in-process mixing, 

multiple liquid and gas combinations, extremes of temperature and pressure, 

and much more besides, we are able to create PCHEs that can set new heat 

transfer standards in almost any application, but particularly those in which 

precise control of a complex process is vital.

Key benefits

•  up to 85% smaller and lighter than an equivalent shell and tube exchanger

•  pressure capability above 600 bar (9000 psi)

•  high thermal effectiveness of more than 98% in a single unit

•  extreme temperature capability, from cryogenic to 900°C (1650°F)

•  able to cope with large temperature differentials between fluids and rapid 

temperature change

•  robust construction improves safety in hazardous environments

•  multiple process streams can be incorporated into a single unit

•  able to achieve close temperature approaches (2°C)

•  available in a range of corrosion-resistant materials

•  high integrity – non gasket construction 

•  no braze or tubesheets

•  high integral safety



Industry focus: oil and gas processing

Heatric compact exchangers are used extensively in the processing 

of gas and light hydrocarbon liquids, where the unrivalled 

mechanical, chemical and thermodynamic capabilities of our PCHEs 

are highly prized. Discharge, inlet and after-coolers, CO2 coolers, 

dewpoint exchangers, fuel gas pre-heaters, feed water cooling or 

dehydration units; whatever the application, high performance 

comes as standard.

The lightweight and compact size of a Heatric PCHE also means 

easier transportation, handling and installation as well as reduced 

pipework. Greater mechanical integrity results in improved safety 

too; PCHEs comfortably handle pressures as high as 650 bar (8700 

psi) and temperatures from cryogenic to 900oC (1650oF). This robust 

construction complies with all of the recognised international safety 

standards, including ASME, DNV, Lloyds and NBBI.

In floating processing applications such as FPSO and FLNG – 

where safety is paramount but topside bulk plays a big part 

in determining feasibility and total build-cost – PCHEs enjoy 

significant advantages. By saving many tonnes of topside weight 

while simultaneously improving safety, they unlock a host of 

valuable knock-on cost savings and operational benefits. And, since 

PCHEs can easily be designed to handle multi-stream applications 

in a single unit, the need for ancillary plant and equipment is also 

reduced, saving even more weight and cost.

The small size and light weight of Heatric’s compact heat exchangers bring significant cost benefits to both 

onshore and offshore platforms, including the latest generation of floating natural gas processing facilities



Heatric in a world of industry

Heatric’s many close working partnerships extend far beyond the 

oil and gas sector. Customers in many fields – including power 

generation, renewable energy storage and chemicals processing – 

use our technology to develop innovative heat transfer applications 

capable of transforming whole industries.

Power generation, recovery and storage 

In combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power generation, we easily 

outperform traditional equipment in numerous applications. In fuel 

gas superheating, for example, a PCHE using only lower grade heat 

can add more than 1% to round-trip efficiency. In supercritical carbon 

dioxide (sCO2) power generation, Heatric PCHEs cope comfortably 

with the demanding operating temperatures and pressures while still 

delivering the high efficiencies needed to make the cycle viable. High 

effectiveness and low bulk are also a winning combination in organic 

Rankine cycle energy recovery applications using low temperature 

sources. In the renewable energy sector, revolutionary long-term 

energy storage techniques, with Heatric technology at their core, 

are greatly increasing the base-load potential of intermittent energy 

sources such as wind and solar.

Chemical processing

Compact, strong and efficient Heatric printed circuit reactors (PCRs) 

simultaneously increase throughput and safety in chemical processing 

by helping remove multiple technical boundaries. We work with 

major industry players to improve the efficiency of processes such as 

supercritical reactions, while also increasing output yields by helping 

them move from batch to continuous reactors. All of this is achieved with 

vastly improved control, a smaller footprint and much lower inventory, 

eliminating hot spots and increasing safety. Broad expertise in specific 

process reactors – steam methane reformation (SMR), ammonium 

nitrate (AN) and others – enables us to create high performance, 

process-specific designs, optimised within a small footprint using our 

own patented multiple adiabatic bed PCR (MAB PCR).

The superior performance of Heatric compact heat exchangers helps customers achieve 

excellent results in established and emerging industries alike



Your partner in transformation

Solving the problems of new and sophisticated energy transfer 

applications, often in challenging environments, is the very 

essence of what we do at Heatric.

Printed circuit heat exchangers possess an unrivalled capacity 

to transform the economics of almost any process in which heat 

transfer plays a critical part.

As the inventor of the printed circuit heat exchanger, Heatric’s 

PCHE expertise and understanding is unmatched.

We have more than 30 years’ experience of working closely with 

customers to tailor our transformational technology to their 

process needs. All that knowledge can be at your service.

Contact us now to find out how we can help you.

Heatric - UK Head Office

46 Holton Road, Holton Heath, Poole, Dorset, BH16 6LT

T: +44 (0) 1202 627 000

F: +44 (0) 1202 632 299

Email: info@heatric.com

Heatric Sales Representative

Heatric Regional Office

Heatric’s manufacturing base is located on the south coast of the UK, close to Poole harbour
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Heatric USA
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T: +1 713 978 7236
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Heatric Singapore
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Heatric Brasil
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Accredited to international standards


